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ABSTRACT 
A superversion of the formal calculus of variations as developed by I.M. Gel’fand et al. is 
presented. This superversion is essentially contained in the one given by B.A. Kupershmidt. 
However, the form presented here is more manageable and suitable for applications. Even as well 
as odd super Hamiltonian operators are considered. It is proved that with every linear super 
Hamiltonian operator one can associate a Lie superalgebra structure on the space of (reduced) 
l-forms and vice versa. Also a theorem is proved about the connection between 2-cocycles on this 
Lie superalgebra and super Hamiltonian operators. Finally an application to the sKdV equation is 
given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years several super Korteweg- de Vries equations were found 
by Kupershmidt, Manin- Radul and Mathieu. In order to derive such equations 
Kupershmidt developed in [9] a superversion of the formal calculus of varia- 
tions which was given in the classical case by Gel’fand et al. (see [2], [3]). Fur- 
thermore, in [8] he presented an algebraic model of a graded calculus of 
variations which is more general. In [l l] Manin and Radul introduced a super- 
symmetric extension of the KP hierarchy using a superversion of the Lax for- 
malism. The approach of Mathieu was more physical. In [13] he derived a 
family of supersymmetric .sKdV-a equations depending on a parameter a. The 
sKdV-2 equation and the sKdV-3 equation which was already found by Manin 
and Radul, possess a super Hamiltonian structure, see also [12]. In this paper 
we describe these supersymmetric equations using a superversion of the calculus 
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of variations. This superversion is essentially contained in [8]. However, the 
form presented here is more suitable for applications. 
In section II we introduce the superalgebra C of formal polynomials which 
will play a central role and we define some basic notions such as vector fields, 
differential l-forms, the variational derivative etc. 
In section III we introduce even as well as odd super Hamiltonian operators 
using a super Schouten bracket. A super Hamiltonian operator defines a 
Poisson structure on a space C which is a quotient of the superalgebra C. It 
turns out that C can be interpreted as the space of Berezin integrals of super- 
functions from a suitable class. In the classical case one has an analogeous in- 
terpretation whereas in Kupershmidt’s more general version such an 
interpretation is not possible. 
In section IV we specialize to the case of super Hamiltonian operators of 
degree one. With such an operator one can associate a Lie superalgebra struc- 
ture on the space of reduced l-forms on the superalgebra C and vice versa. This 
result is a generalization of theorem 1.1. of [5]. Now, let H be a super Hamilto- 
nian operator of degree one and let G be an operator with constant coefficients. 
Then G determines a bilinear map o on the Lie superalgebra ssociated with 
H. We prove that H+ G is a super Hamiltonian operator if and only if w is a 
2-cocycle. This result is to be compared with theorem 1.3 of [5]. 
In section V we consider an example. The super Hamiltonian structures of 
the sKdV-2 equation and the sKdV-3 equation are given explicitly. Finally we 
apply our main results to the sKdV-3 equation to derive the Lie superalgebra 
structure as well as the 2-cocycle involved. 
II. CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS, THE SUPERVERSION 
In this section we present our version of the calculus of variations. Some 
elementary definitions and results are given. We start with the definition of the 
superalgebra C of polynomials, which is our basic object. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let K be a superalgebra. Then C is defined as the super- 
algebra of formal polynomials in the symbols Fck’, Qtk) (k = 0, 1,2, . . .) with 
coefficients in K, i.e. : 
C := K[Fck’ 3 c@~)]. 
The parity p on C is defined by the parity given on K and the follo wing parities 
of the symbols Fck), Gtk): 
p(Ftk)) := k(mod 2), p(Qck’) := k+ l(mod 2). 
In particular F (‘) := F is even and 0(O) := @ is odd. 
A general element f of C can be written as a finite sum of the form: 
f=k+ C k, F(h) ,,...,,,,...Jm *** F('n)@(h)..e@(;m) 
(2.1) 
i, r,j, . ..j.. 
where k ki, ,..i”j, . ..j. EK. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Der C is the set of K-superlinear derivations on C. This 
means : 
X(kf) = (-l)p(X)p(k)k.X(f) for all XE Der C, kgK, fE C 
X(fg) =X(f)*g+(-1) rcX)r(f)f. X(g) for all XE Der C, f, g E C. 
Obviously the parity on Der C is defined in terms of the parity on C as follows: 
An element XED~~ C is even iff p(X(f)) =p(f) for all f E C and an element 
X~DerCisoddiffp(X(f))=p(f)+l foraNfeC. 
One easily sees that a general element X of Der C has the following form: 
a 
(2.2) x=cx,“- - a@) + xf ,& ’ x,k, x; E c. 
k 
So p(X) = 0 iff p(X,“) = k and p(X:) = k+ 1 and p(X) = 1 iff p(X,“) = k + 1 and 
p(Xf)=k for all k=O, 1,2,... 
REMARK. Throughout this paper we will denote all parities by the same sym- 
bol p( ). It will be clear from the context which parity is involved. As usual in 
working with graded objects we will in the following often deal with homo- 
geneous elements only and extend definitions, formulas etc. by linearity. Unless 
stated otherwise we will mean by homogeneous, homogeneous with respect to 
some given parity. 
Der C is a Lie superalgebra, the bracket on Der C being defined by: 
[X, Y] := XY- (-l)P(X)P(Y)YX. 
The following odd derivation D on C will play a central role in this paper: 
(2.3) D:= OF”+“--& +cP(k+l)-&. 
k 
Note that D(Fck’) = Fck+‘) and D(Qck’) = @(k+l). 
Elements X of Der C that supercommute with D, i.e. [X,D] = 0, are called 
evolutionary vector fields. Evolutionary vector fields form a (sub)Lie super- 
algebra Der’ C. It can easily be proved that an evolutionary vector field X has 
the following form: 
(2.4) x= c (-l)@(X) 
k > 
where we use the notation f (k) = Dkf for f E C. Note that the parity of an evolu- 
tionary vector field X is completely determined by the parity of X0 and X, i.e. 
p(X) = 0 iff p(X,) = 0 and p(X,) = 1, p(X) = 1 iff p(X,) = 1 and p(XJ = 0. One 
also sees that D does not belong to Der C, indeed we have: 
f[D,D]=DZ=~F(k+2~~+@~k+2)--&+0. 
k 
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DEFINITION 2.3. The (right) C-module Q, of differential l-forms on C is 
defined by : 
Q, := { C dFko,k + dGko:: ok, co: E C, finite sums}. 
k 
The parity on Q, is defined by: p(dFk) = k + 1 and p(dQk) = k. 
DEFINITION 2.4. The exterior derivative d : C-+ Szi is defined by: 
af d(f) := C d(Fck’) - af 
k 
aFckI + d(Gck)) 3 for all f E C where 
d(Fck)) := (-l)k dFk and d(Qck’) := (-l)k dQk. 
REMARK. Mind the sign in the definition of d! It is clear from the definitions 
that d is an odd derivation: 
d(fg) = d(f)g+(-l)P(f)f d(g) for allf;gEC. 
We are now able to introduce the Lie derivative. 
DEFINITION 2.5. For f E C we obviously define Lx(f) := XJ For XE Der C 
the Lie derivative Lx: $2, + Q, is given by: 
L,(dFk) := (-l)p(X)+k d(XFck)), L,(d@‘) := (-l)J’(X)+k d(X@ck)). 
Lx is extended to Q, by linearity and the derivation property: 
Lx(@) = L,(cr)P+ (- l)P(a)p%LX(P). 
REMARK. In particular we have LD is an odd derivation on 52, and: 
L,(dFk) = cWk+’ LD(d(Fck’)) = -d(Fck+ “) 
L,(dQk) = dQk+’ LD(d(@‘k’)) = -d(@(k+n). 
Mind the difference in sign in these relations! 
THEOREM 2.6. Lx supercommutes with LD, i.e. [Lx, L,] =0 for ali XE 
E Der’ C. 
PROOF. Is an easy consequence of the foregoing definitions. + 
THEOREM 2.7. Lx supercommutes with the exterior derivative d for all 
XeDer C i.e.: 
Lx(d(f)) = (-l)P(x) d(Xf) for all f E C. 
PROOF. Is a straight calculation using the definitions and is left to the 
reader. + 
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DEFINITION 2.8. The so called reduced l-forms are defined as the subset 52: 
of l2, for which all coefficients LO;, of vanish for kz 1, i.e.: 
@:=(dF?q,+d@or : o,:=w;, o, :=+C, dF:=dF’, d@:=d@‘}. 
Let 8 be the operator 8 : f2, + l2: defined by: 
(2.5) &(dFku) := (_l)+Mk-ud&JQ, &d&o) := (-l)+k(k+l)d@ a(@. 
The variational derivative 6 : C+ Szy is then defined by: 6:= sh. The explicit 
form of 6 can easily be deduced: 
(2.6) S(f) = C (-l)i-k(k+l&‘Dk +(-l)‘k’k-l)d@Dk 
k 
We use the following notation: 
(2.7) !$ := c (_l)+k(k+‘)Dk 
k 
$ := F (-l)‘**“Dk($)) 
to write S(f) in a more convenient way as: 
(2.8) &f)=dF$+d@$. 
REMARK. Notice that 6 is an odd operator from C to Qy. See also [l l] where 
the same variational derivative was introduced. 
THEOREM 2.9. 
(i) ker8= ImLo, 
(ii) ker 6 > Im D. 
PROOF. (i) Using (2.5) we have: 
8(Ln(dFko)) = 8(dFk+’ c~+(-l)~+’ dFkDw) = 
= (_l)~(k+l)kdFDk+lg+(_l)k+l+~k(k-l)dFDk+10 = 
= dF(-1) +(k+l)k(Dk+lg_Dk+lg) = 0. 
In exactly the same way: &L,(d@‘o)) = 0, hence: ker 83 Im L,. To prove the 
converse note that the operator 8 was constructed by repeated application of 
the relations: 
dFko = L&P-‘o)+(-l)VlP-‘Dw 
dQko = L,(d@k-‘o)+(-l)kd@k-lDW. 
So clearly we have: 8~ - w E Im L, for all o E Q, . Hence: Im L,> ker 8. 
(ii) S(Df) = sh(Df) = -&L,(d(f))) = 0 for all f E C by (i) and theorem 
2.7. 4 
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For XE Der C we now define the interior product operator or dual pairing: 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let XE Der C, then (X, ) : Q, --+ C assigns to o E QR1 the 
following element of C: 
(X,w> := c (-l)k(XgkOgk+Xr%$). 
k 
In particular we have for XE Der’ C: 
(X,0) = c (-l)k(p(X)+‘)(XO(k)00k+Xl(k)O:) 
k 
and for DE Der C 
(D,o) = 1 (-l)k(F(k+l)o$+ @(k+l)c&. 
k 
It follows directly from the definitions that the obvious relation: (X, d( f )> = Xf 
holds for all f c C, X E Der C. 
The next lemma will be needed several times in the rest of this paper. 
LEMMA 2.11. If f E C and fg E ker 6 for all g E C” where C” is the even part 
of C, then f must be zero. 
PROOF. Let f E C and m be an even integer such that c3f/aFck’=0 for k>m. 
Choose g = (F(“‘))’ E Co. Then S((F@“))2f) = 0 is equivalent to: 
S((F(“))2f) S((F(“))2f) 
6F = 6@ 
=o. 
In particular we have: 
o = S((F(“?2f) 
6F 
= ; (-1) +ktk+ijDk( a(;;;rf) = 
m-l 
= (_,)jm(m+l)D’y~(@f) + 1 (_l)+k(“+l)Dk af 
k=O 
(F(m))2 aF’k’ . 
> 
In the right hand side of this equality there can only be one term containing 
Fc2”). Hence: 
a 
#jFW 
m-l 
+ 1 (-])+k(k+l)Dk 
k=O 
= 
and thus: f=O. + 
We are now able to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.12. 
(i) Let o E Szy, then: (X, o) E ker 6 VX E Der’ C * o = 0. 
(ii) Let ~EQ~, then: (X,o>Eker6 VXEDer’Co wEImLD. 
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PROOF. (i) Assume the contrary: o#O. In that case we can always find an 
element X of Der’C such that (X,0> ~0. Indeed, if (X,0> =X(F)w,,+ 
+ X(@)o, = 0 for all XE Der’ C, we can subsequently take X= a/aF, X= a/a@ 
to conclude o=O, which is a contradiction to our assumption. Hence take 
X E Der’ C such that (X, o) =f # 0. Also we have (X, o) =f E ker 6 and for all 
g E Co: (gX, w) = gf~ ker 6 which leads to the conclusion f = 0 by the previous 
lemma. This contradiction proves the statement (i). 
(ii) ‘ c ’ This statement is proved by a short calculation. For every XE 
E Der’ C we have: 
(X, Lo(d(F’k’)o,k)> = -(X d(F 9 (k+l))~gk)+(-l)k+l(X,d(F(k))D~gk) = 
= -XDF(k)& + (- l)k + lXF(k)D& = 
= (-1) J’(x) + ‘DXF(k+$ + (_ 1 )k + ‘xF(k)&; = 
= (- l)P(x)+@xF(k),; + (_ l)k+P(WxF(k)D&) = 
= (- l)P(x)+lD(XF(kb$) E Im D. 
This calculation shows that (X,L,q) belongs to Im D, hence to ker 6. 
‘ a ’ Let (X, o) E ker 6 for all XE Der’ C. Then we have: 
(X,w> = (X,&+w-&J) = ~x,80>+(x,0-&.0>. 
We know that o-&EImL, so, by ‘I’: (X,o-&)Eker6. 
Hence: (X, 8~) E ker 6 which means by (i) that 8~ = 0. Finally, application 
of theorem 2.9 leads to the conclusion: o E Im L,. + 
COROLLARY 2.13. a- : Q1 + 527 is the unique operator satisfying the relation :
(X, 8~) - (X, o) E ker 6 for all XE Der’ C. 
In theorem 2.9 we proved that ker 6>Im D. Obviously ker 6>K. Hence 
ker 6>Im D+K. We are now able to prove that in fact the following holds. 
THEOREM 2.14. ker 6 = Im D + K. 
PROOF. For monomials f we define degf as the number of Fck’, Qck”s that 
occur. For f E K we obviously define deg f := 0. Let f e ker 6. Then each degree- 
homogeneous part off is in ker 6. Hence we assume f to be degree-homo- 
geneous of degree at least 1. Next define the vector field ZE Der’C as: 
2 := C Fck)& + .,&. 
k 
Then we have the relation: Zf = deg f. f. 
Because f E ker 6 we have (X, Sf > = 0 for all XE Der’ C and hence we have in 
particular: (Z, d( f )> = Zf = deg f. f E Im D by corollary 2.13 and the proof of 
2.12(ii). The conclusion is that f E Im D. + 
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Like in the classical case the formal calculus of variations proceeds by 
working with the space: 
C:=C/(ImD+K)=C/ker6 
and with the space of reduced l-forms 
We will now give a short description of the classical case and indicate how the 
space C is usually interpreted. (See for example [2].) We have: 
a 
C:= m[uck)] and D := C ~(k+l)- 
k au(k) . 
The variational derivative is defined by: 
6(L) := C (- l)kDk for all L E C 
k 
and we have the relation: 
ker 6 = ImD+K. 
To every so called Lagrangean L = L[dk)] E C without a constant term one 
assigns a functional L on the space of Pfunctions on lR with compact support 
as follows: 
L(j) := ~L[fck)]dx where f (4 = dkf 
dxk . 
For elements L E Im D the functional t= 0 and conversely. This motivates the 
usual notation of elements of C := C/(Im D +K) = C/ker 6 by: 
jL where L E C 
where the integral sign can indeed be interpreted as an integral in the case that 
L does not contain a constant term. 
In contrast with the superversion as given in [8] an analogeous interpretation 
is possible in the superversion as we have presented by making a correct choice 
for the superalgebra K, the operator D and by substituting for F and @ suitable 
superfunctions. To be more explicit, let B, be the Grassmann algebra gener- 
ated by L odd generators. We choose F and @ to be even and odd GH” 
superfunctions respectively in one even variable XE BL and one odd variable 
0~ BL with L >2. (For the precise definition see [14].) This means: 
F=F(x,8)=fi(x)+Ofz(x) withf,(x) even in BL_,, fi(x) odd in BL-, 
@=@(x,@=@,(x)+&$,(x) with @i(x) odd in B,_,, &(x) even in BL-I. 
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Furthermore we take K = B, _ 1 . To every element L E C without a term in K we 
assign a functional L on a suitable space of GH”superfunctions defined by 
the Berezin integral, (for the definition, see [l]): 
L((F @) *= 1 , * L[F(@ , @‘]d(x r3) 9 
Ber 
where: 
Note that: 
($+t$=$. 
The operator d/de+ B(d/dx) is usually called the covariant derivative. 
If L E Im D then L= 0 since: 
g d(x, 0) = 0 for all superfunctions g. 
Conversely it can be proved that if L=O then L E ImD. Analogeous to the 
classical case this motivates the notation of elements of C by: 
JL where L E C. 
Indeed, if L does not contain a constant term the integral sign can be inter- 
preted as a Berezin integral. 
From the foregoing it is clear that the following operations are well defined: 
Next we define the action of Der C on C: 
(2.10) X(jf) :=jXf = j<X,d(f)). 
By corollary 2.13 this takes for an element X of Der’ C the special form: 
(2.11) X(jf)=Icx,sf,=Ix,~+X,~. 
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III. SUPER HAMILTONIAN OPERATORS 
From now on we will identify the space 527 with Cx C by identifying 
the l-form o = dFoO + d@w, with the vector 
given by: 
. The parity of is 
=ke,p(oo)=k+l andp(oJ=k. 
Furthermore we will identify the space Der’ C with Cx C by identifying the 
derivation 
x = c (-l)@(X) 
a 
k 
X,(k) ---@ +X?’ - 
a$ 
with the vector . The parity of is now given by: 
a 
REMARK. Note the difference in parity of a vector 
0 
considered as an 
b 
element of 0: and the same vector considered as an element of Der’ C. 
Next we introduce operators H : Qy + Der’ C. According to the identifica- 
tions mentioned above we can represent such operators in a 2 x 2-matrixform. 
In this paper we will consider only homogeneous operators of the following 
form: 
(3.1) H= (El: El:) with H”: C-+C, Hu= ~a$” with a!EC. 
The parity of an operator H : @ + Der’ C is given by: 
p(H) = k o p(H”) = P(H~~) = k+ 1 and p(H 12) = p(H2’) = k. 
Hencep(H)=p(HO)+i+j+l. 
DEFINITION 3.1. For an operator H” : C-+ C the adjoint operator Hut: 
C -+ C is defined by the relation: 
j (H”+f) . g = (- l)p(f)p(s) j (Hug). f for all f, g E C, f, g homogeneous. 
THEOREM 3.2. Hut exists and is unique. Furthermore p(Hut) =p(Hij), 
PROOF. The uniqueness is an easy consequence of lemma 2.11. To prove the 
existence of Hut we calculate it explicitly. We will use the following rule of 
‘partial integration’: 
jf. (Dkg) = (-l)+k’k + ‘)+ kp(f) j (D”f) e g for f, g E C homogeneous. 
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This is an easy consequence of the odd derivation property of D: 
jf. @kg) = (-l)p(f)+l j(Df) * (W’g) = -j(D’f)* (WZg) = 
= (-l)P”‘{(D3f). (IWg) = j(D”f). (IC4g). 
Let HQ= C a[Dk. Note that p(a[) =p(&) + k. Then we have: 
(_*~)~‘I,Pcdj(~~~).f= (_l)p(f)&$$. (Dkg) .f= 
= (_ 1 )p(fMs) + Q(g) + @p(f) ja~.f.(okg)=(-l)kp(f)ja~.f.(Dkg)= 
= (-1) b(f). (_l)~k(k+l)+k(p(f)+k+p(H’/))j~k(~~.f). g = 
= (_l)~k(k-l)+kp(H”)j~k(~~.f). g. 
Hence: 
(3.2) @t = c (_l)jk(k-l)+kp(H”)Dk(a~.). 
k 
This proves the theorem. + 
DEFINITION 3.3. For H : sZ(: -+ Der’ C, N= the adjoint operator 
Ht is given by: 
H’lt H21t 
(3.3) Ht := H’2t 
> 
_H22t ’ 
Note: p(Ht) =p(H). 
We will now introduce a Poisson structure on C as follows. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let H : f2(: + Der’ C be an operator. Then for f, g E c we 
define a bracket {, lH: c’xc-+d; by: 
where H=(H”) and (-l)‘H:= 
-H” -HI2 
H2’ > 
H22 * 
In order to make { , }H into a true Poisson bracket H must satisfy certain 
restrictions. The next theorem gives the first restriction on H to ensure that 
{ , }H is anti-symmetric. 
REMARK. In the following we will shortly denote { , }H by ( , }. It will be 
clear from the context which operator is involved. 
THEOREM 3.5. IfHt=(-l)p(H)H, then forf,gEc: 
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PROOF. We will prove the following stronger statement: Ht = (-l)P(H)H if 
and only if for <, q E Qy: 
(3.4) 
c 
j <(_ l)(i+P(%‘(c) + “H<, rl) = 
= (_ l)‘P’O +P(H))(P(V) +Pw) + 1 j ((_ l)(i+p(H))(p(rl)+ ‘)Hv, 0. 
Let us aSSume Ht = (_ l)P(ff)H, i.e. Ho = (- l)ti+i+j+p(H)+lHjit. For r = <l 
and q= rll 
(> 
( > r2 
v2 
in a(: we calculate: 
J ((_ ~)(‘+PWMP(S)+ l)~r, rl) = j(__l)O+p(H))(P(O+ l)(~‘i<~). rli = 
=j(_l)(i+p(H))(P(T)+I)+ij+i+j+p(H)+I(Hjitrj). rli = 
= j(_l)(i+p(H))tp(S)+l)+ij+i+j+p(H)+l+(~(r)+j)(P(p)+i)(Hiji~~) . rj = 
= j(_ l)(j+p(H))(p(S)+l)+ji+j+i+p(H)+ l+(P(S)+i)(P(rl)+j)(~ii~~). & = 
= j(_l)(~(r)+~(H))(p(~)+p(H))+ 1 +(i+pWNp(d+ l)(~d~~). ri = 
= j(_ l)(~(C)+~(H))(p(rl)+p(H))+ 1 j ((_1)(i+PWMP(@+ l)~~, 5). 
Conversely, assume that (3.4) holds for all (,a ~52:. Then we have: 
j ((_ l)(i+p(HMp(O+ t)Hr, a) = j (_ l)(i+pUO)MO+ t$yUrj). rli = 
= j (_ l)(i+dO(PK) + 1) + (~(5) +j)(p(a) + i)(Hijtrli) . cj = 
= j (_ l)(j +pWMpK) + 1) + (~(0 + i)(P(rl) +j)(Hj’tqj) . &. 
This last expression must be equal to: 
(_ ~)(P(O+PWMPW +PWN + 1 j((_l)(i+p(H))(P(~)+l)~~,r) = 
= (_ #P(C) +~(fO)(~(rl) +PW)+ 1 j (_ 1)(i+pW)(p(‘1)+ ~)(HU~~). ti. 
It follows that: 
j(((_l)j+p(H)+ij+ip(rl)Hijit_(_l)i+1+ip(rl)Hij)~j). &=o for all t,9EQy. 
By choosing r and q correctly it is clear that the integral of every term must 
vanish. Hence application of Lemma 2.11 leads to the conclusion: H”= 
=(-1) ii+ i+j+p(H)+ tHji+ which meanS that H+ = (- l)P(H)H. + 
The next restriction on an operator His the one concerning the graded Jacobi 
identity. For this purpose we introduce a superversion of the Schouten bracket 
(see [4]) the meaning of which soon becomes clear. 
DEFINITION 3.6. For operators G and H satisfying Ht = (- l)p(H)H, G + = 
= (- l)p(G)G with p(G) =p(H) the Schouten bracket of G and H is defined by: 
[H, G](<, rl, c) := (_~)(P(~)+P(H))(P(~)+P(H)+~) 
(3.5) 
c 
j ((_l)(i+p(H))(p(r)+p(rl)+~(H)+l)~(~ (_l)(k+P(H))(P(C)+I)G5~), [> + 
+ cycl(G,H)+cycl(r,rl,r). 
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THEOREM 3.7. If [H,H] =0 then: 
(_l)(P(f)+P(H)+ l)Mh)+P(H) + 1) {A{g,h)} +cYcuf,g,w =o. 
PROOF. Is immediate from the definitions by substituting r= Sf, u = Sg, 
<= 6h in (3.5) if we keep in mind: 
P(@-) = P(f) + 1 
P({f, g>) = P(f) +p(g) +p(H) + 1 
and the easily proved relation: 
L&f = (-1) P’X’G((X, Sf>). + 
We are now able to define super Hamiltonian operators. 
DEFINITION 3.8. A super Hamiltonian operator H : ~2: --t Der’C is an 
operator that satisfies the conditions of the previous two theorems, i.e.: 
(3.6) Ht = (-l)p(H)H and [H,H] = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Each super Hamiltonian operator H defines a Poissonstruc- 
ture on c. The parity of the Poisson structure is the parity of H plus 
Exactly like in the classical case we introduce super Hamiltonian 
fields. 
DEFINITION 3.10. Let H be a super Hamiltonian operator, f E c. 
Hamiltonian vector fields Xf are defined by: 
x’j := (_l)(‘+p(H))P(f)Haf. 
one. 
vector 
Super 
We have the usual relation: 
side is defined by (2.11). 
THEOREM 3.11. The Poisson 
Jacobi identity if and only if: 
{f, g} = Xrg for all g E 6; where the right-hand 
bracket of definition 3.4 satisfies the graded 
PROOF. Is a straight calculation and is left to the reader. + 
DEFINITION 3.12. Let H be a super Hamiltonian operator and let F and CD de- 
pend on a real parameter t (time). Then we call: 
a super Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian f. 
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IV. LIESUPERALGEBRAS 
This paragraph is devoted to our main theorem which associates with every 
super Hamiltonian operator H with coefficients of the first degree in F(@, @@) 
(k = 0,1,2, . . .) a Lie superalgebra structure on Szy and conversely. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let H be a super Hamiltonian operator of the form H= 
= (HO) with: 
(4.1) Ho = alm7’F(k)Dm + bfm @(k)D” with afm,, btm EJ’. 
The bracket [ , ] on 52: is then defined by the relation: 
(4.2) S((_l)(;+p(H))(p(r)+l)H~, tl) 
Notice that this definition is in complete analogy with the definition in the 
classical case (see [5]). The parity of the coefficients atm, bfm of H is given by: 
p(ai,J=m+k+i+j+l+p(H) 
p(b&J = m+k+i+j+p(H). 
Explicit calculation shows that the bracket defined by (4.2) has the following 
form: 
with coefficients c$, d$ given by: 
i 
c-~~+, = C (-l)fi+i+t+j+a+l ‘r’ (aii+2t+, a_2,) 
, ( > 
(4.4) 
di2fl = C (-l)p+j+a+t (b$+2rcr_2t+b$+2t+1 u_21-I). 
I 
REMARK. p(c$)=a+p(H)+i+j+l+P, p(d,$)=a+p(H)+/3+i+j, p(ri(a))= 
=p(<) + j + a, p(qjp’) =p(q) + i +/3 and the parity of the bracket is p([<, ~1) = 
=P(O+P(V)+P(H). 
We now formulate our main result. 
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THEOREM 4.2. H is a super Hamiltonian operator if and only if the bracket 
(4.3) defines a Lie superalgebra structure on .Qy. The parity of this structure 
is equal to the parity of H. 
The proof of this result is immediate from theorem 4.3 and theorem 4.7. 
THEOREM 4.3. Ht = (-I)P’H’H e [<, y/l = (-l)(p(5)+p(H))(p(rl)+p(H))+1[~, <I, 
PROOF. Ht =(-1) p(H)H is according to the proof of theorem 3.5 equivalent 
with: 
1 ((_ l)(‘+P(H))(P(c)+ “Hr, rl) = (_ l)(p(5)+p(H))(P(~)+P(H))+ 1 
j ((_ l)(i+P(ff))(P(ll) + “Hv 
9 
< > 
which by definition of the bracket means: 
Hence: 
Now use the explicit form of the bracket and some given parities to conclude: 
r:;(r) := (_l)(‘+l+B)P(5)+P(H)~~~+(_l) (i + I + BP(<) + 0 + BW + a),J 
Pa 
/jzb([) := (_1)(‘+1+B)P(S)d~~+(_i) (i+l+B)P(r)+(i+B)(j+a)+P(H)dj; 
Pa . 
Hence: 
So it suffices to prove that r:;(r) =,4$(r) = 0. Assume the contrary, say there 
exists a set (i,j, a,/?) such that r:;(c) # 0. Then take [ = 
n, m, j, kz2 such that r and q are homogeneous. Now with this special choice 
we have that 
does not vanish and no term contains a factor F(l) which contradicts the fact 
that there are terms that do contain a factor F and the fact that (4.5) must be 
in Im D. Hence the statement is proved and we also have: 
(4.6) c$ = (_l)(i+B)(i+a)+p(H)+Icjjh, &$ = (_l)(‘+~)(j+u)+p(H)+ldj; Pa’ 
+ 
For the proof of the next theorem we need two lemmas. We define the 
following action of an evolutionary vector field on Qy and on Der’ C. 
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DEFINITION 4.4. Let XE Der’ C, then: 
a, : Der’ C + Der’ C, 
LEMMA 4.5. Let ZEDer’C, &~ESZ~, then: 
a,([<, ~1) = [a,<, ~1 + (-i)(p(T)+p(H))p(Z)[~, azffj. 
PROOF. 
a,([r,~l) = 
(_l)('+p(H)+B)p(C)+p(H)z(~~~~~)~~~)) 
(_l) 
> 
(;+p(H)+P)~(I;)+~(Z)~(da~prj(a)~l8)) . 
Let us rewrite the first component. 
(_~)(‘+P(H)+B)P(~)+~‘(H)Z(~~~~~)~~~)) = 
= (_l)(i+p(H)+P)p(S)+p(H)+~(Z)p(c~~)Cz(~~)~~~)) = 
= (_l)(i+p(H)+P)(~(T)+p(Z))+p(H)+(j+l +a)~(-Q~$z($@~jb)) = 
= (_~)(;+P(H)+P)(P(~)+P(Z))+P(H)+(~+~+~)P(Z)~~~(Z~~~)). ,jP’+ 
+ (_~)(~+~(H)+P)(P(~)+P(Z))+P(H)+(P(~)+~)P(Z)~~~~~(~). (zajP)) = 
= (_l)(i+p(H)+P)(~(C)+~(z))+p(H)+(j+ ~)~(x),i+ (~(~)(a). ,jb) + 
+(_~)(‘+P(H)+B)P(C)+P(H)+(P(S)+P(H)+~+~)P(Z)~~~~~). (zll.)(P) = 
I 
= [a,(, ~1, + (-i)(p(5)+p(H))p(Z)[r, az~ll. 
We have used the parity of the coefficient c$, the derivation property of Z 
and the fact that Z supercommutes with D. 
The second component is calculated in exactly the same way. This proves the 
lemma. + 
LEMMA 4.6. For X, Z E Der’ C, q E S2: the following relation holds: 
j(Z,L,q) = (-l)PCX) j(Z,a,rl)+(-l)p(X)Sca,x,rl). 
PROOF. Let q= 
1?1 
( > 
=dF q,+dQ, q2&‘;. A rather lengthy but straight 
v2 
forward calculation of j (Z, L,q) using the definitions gives the desired state- 
ment. This is left to the reader. + 
THEOREM 4.7. The Schouten bracket [H,H] vanishes if and only if the 
bracket (4.3) satisfies the graded Jacobi identity, i.e. for all <,Q[E a:: 
[H, H] = 0 w (- l)(p(rl)+p(H))(p(i)+p(H))[r, [r, q]] + cycl(r, q, [) = 0. 
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PROOF. Some notation: 
x.= (_l)(k+P(H))(P(r)+l)Hr 
y := (-l)(m+P(H))(P(~)+l)H~ 
2 := (_l)(‘+P(H))(P(I)+I)Hr 
Let [H, H] = 0 i.e. 
Pm = p(t) +Fw) 
P(Y) = P(V) +Lw) 
I@) = P(C) +Jw). 
(_1)P(X)P(Z)+P(X)S((_l)(;+P(H))(P(r)+P(rl)+P(H)+1)H(Lxrl),r) + 
+ CYCNk rl, Cl = 0. 
Now, use (3.4) to see that this expression is equal to: 
(-1) p~y~p~z~+p~~~+l~(z,L*~)+cycl(~,~,~). 
Application of lemma 4.6 gives the next equality: 
(-1) p(y)p(z)+ 1s ((Z, a,49 + <azx a>) + cYcl(r, q, 0. 
This cyclic permutation is equal to the following cyclic permutation: 
(-1) p~X~p~Y~+1~(Y,a,~>+(-1)~~‘~~~“~+’~<azx,~)+cycl(~,, [) 7 - 
Using the definitions this last expression can be transformed as follows: 
(-1) P~~~P~~~+~~(y,~,~)+(_~)Pc”~Pc”~+P~’,P~”,j<~,~,~)+ 
+ (- l)P(Y)P(z)+ 1 j Z(x, q) + cycl(<, & [) = 
= (-1) p(X)p(Y)+ls (( Z), 1% a,[]) + 
+ (_ ~)Pw)Pm+P(y)P(z) 
I(( ,F)x~z~l) + 
+(-1) p(y)p(z)+‘Jz(( Z), K,nl) +cYcl(t-,v,~) = 
= (-1) p(X)p(Y)+ls (( Z), [V, a,t1) + 
+ (_ 1)PwMz)+Pm(z) 
I(( ~)x~~z~l)+ 
+(-I) P(y)P(z)+lj(( ,F),a,lS.vl) + 
+(-I) p(y)p(z)+ 1 j (Z, K, VI > + CYcKr, q, 0 = 
= (-l)~(Y)p(z)s (( ;>, [a,r,rll) + 
+ (_ I)PW)PW +P(yMz) 
I(( Z), [Ca,vl) + 
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Since the first term vanishes by lemma 4.5 we have that this expression equals: 
F 
(-1) P(Y)P(Z) + 1 
4 > 
~ 9 IL K VII 
> 
+ cycl(C rl, 0. 
The conclusion is: 
[fJ H] = () * (- 1)(P(?)+PmPK) +PwN 
I(( ~),[i,[~,all)+cicl(T,q,I)=0. 
Using the same arguments as we used in the proof of theorem 4.3 we conclude: 
[H,H] = 0 0 (-l)(p(f)+p(H))(p(i)+p(H))[r, [( , f7]] + cycl(( q r) = 0 9 9 
and theorem has been proved. + 
The next theorem tells us that in a special case the condition [H, H] =0 is 
trivially fulfilled. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let G be an operator of the form Gti= C afDk with sic K 
that satisfies G = (- 1) p(G)Gt Then G is a super Hamiltonian operator, i.e.: . 
[G, G] = 0. 
PROOF. First, notice that G=(-l)p(G)Gt means 
(4.7) a; = (_l)fk(k+l)+p(G)+ij+i+j+laji k’ 
With the same notation as used in the proof of theorem 4.7 we have: 
t]G,GlK,rl,O = (-l)p(X~p(Y)+‘~(Y,az~>+ 
+(--l) p(y)p(z)+ l j 3,x, tf> + cycl(C, V, C). 
An explicit calculation of (Y, a,<> and <a,X,q) using (4.7) proves the 
statement. + 
We can associate with G a bilinear map cc) : ~2: x ~2: + c defined by: 
o(c, 17) := ~((_l)(i+p(G))(p(S)+l)Gr, rl) = j(_l)(i+p(G))(p(~)+l)a~r,(k)~i. 
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As a corollary of the proof of theorem 3.5 we have: 
(4.8) G = (_l)P’o’Gt o o(<,rl) = (_l)(p(5)+p(o))(p(rl)+p(G))+10(~,r). 
Sometimes we will denote G by G,. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let H be a super Hamiltonian operator of the form (4.1) and 
G = G, as above. Furthermore, assume that p(H) =p(G). Then H+ G is a 
super Hamiltonian operator iff co satisfies: 
(4.9) (_ l)(P(r)+P(H))(P(C)+P(H)) MC h 4) + cycl(L rl, 0 = 0 
where the bracket [ , ] is the bracket on Szy associated with H by theorem 4.2. 
PROOF. The condition (G + H)t = (- 1) p(G+H)(G+ H) is trivially fulfilled so 
G+ H is a super Hamiltonian operator iff: 
[G,H] =+[G+H,G+H] =O. 
We use the notation: 
x, =:(-l)(k+p(H))(p(r)+‘)Hr, p(X,) =p(<)+p(H) 
x, := (-1) W+P(GMP(O+~)G~, p(xG) =P(O+P(G) =P(<)+P(H) =P(X,). 
We will denote p(Xo) =p(X,) shortly by p(X). 
The evolutionary vector fields Y,, Yo and Z,,Z, are defined by the same 
formulas with r replaced by q and [ respectively. Now we have the following 
(see also the proof of theorem 4.7): 
[G, WCC, rl, t-1 = 
= (-1) p(y)p(z)+p(X)+l 5 ((&, L&q) + (zf,, L&q)) + cyd(& q, c) = 
= (-1) p(y)P(z)+l j ((ZG, d&s> + (aZ,x,+ q) + 
+ (ZH, a&J> + (dZ,xG, ?I)) + CYCl(<, rl, c) = 
= (-1) p’X’p’Y’+l~((YG,aZ,~>+<Y~,aZ,~>)+ 
+(-I) p(y)p(z)+1 J(<&,x,, V> + (a&xo, v)) + CYCi(& V, c) = 
= (-1) P(~)P(*)+lj(yG,azH~)+(_~)p(~)p(*)+l F 
4 > 
~ , ha,,ri + 
> 
+ (_l)P(x)P(=)+P(*)P(=) F I(( > G I 16 az,vi + > 
+(-l)p~Y~~~Z~+1~zH(xG,~)+(-l)~~X~~~Z~+~~Y~~~~~~~xG,~ZHll~+ 
+ cycl(<, 7, 0 = 
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= (-1) f&W(Y) + 1 
F 
I(( > 
@ 9 1% hc.rl + 
> 
+ (_ l)PW)P(Z) +P(nP(z) 
-f-(-l) P(Y)P(Z)+1jz 
= (-Wy)~(z)s ((Z), a,[<, VI) + 
+ C-1) p’y~p~z~+l~~G(( ;),&+ +cYcl(<,&~) = 
= elY(y)p’z’S (( Z), dz$, 111) +w)p(Y)p(Z)+l l (( Z), a,[<, q]) + 
+(-1) p(Y)p(z)+lS(ZG, [‘tt VI) + cYcl(<, q, c) = 
= (-1) p(y)p(z)+l j<zG, I<, VI> +cycl(&q, c). 
This last expression is by definition of w equal to: 
(- l)Mrl) +P(GMPK)+P(G)) + 1 
NC, KY VI) + cYct(r, 0, 0. 
Hence the theorem is proved. In the above transformations we have used lem- 
ma 4.5, lemma 4.6 and the relations: 
szdxG> q) = j @,xG, q) + (- l)p(x)p(z) j <xG, a&,@ = 
= (-1) PwP(y)+P(y)Pm+l S(YG,~Z~~>+(-~)~‘~‘~‘~‘S(XG,~~ q) H . 
which can easily be proved by explicit calculation. + 
DEFINITION 4.10. If w satisfies (4.8) and (4.9) it is called a (generalized) 
2-cocycle. 
V. APPLICATIONS 
P. Mathieu introduced in [13] a family of supersymmetric sKdV-a equations 
which in our context take the form: 
CD* = -0% + aD2(@D@) + (6 - 2a)D@. D*@ 
= _~(6)+.~~(3)+(6_a)~(‘)~(2) 
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For the values a=2 or 3 these equations have a super Hamiltonian structure. 
The sKdV-2 equation can be written in the form 
= Xf2 
with even super Hamiltonian operator H,: 
and Hamiltonian fi: 
j-2 := +{(2@(@“‘)2 + @%P). 
The sKdV-3 equation can be written in the form: 
with even super Hamiltonian operator H,: 
0 
H3 := 
0 
0 -D5+3@D2+@(1)D+2@(2) ) 
and Hamiltonian f3: 
f3 := +pw'l'. 
The super Hamiltonian operator H3 can be written as H+ G, where H is an 
operator of the form (4.1) and G, is an operator with coefficients in K which 
are both super Hamiltonian. 
0 
H= 0 3@D’+$D+2@) and G‘U = (: -&)’ 
Application of our main theorem 4.2 gives the Lie superalgebra corresponding 
to H. The bracket on Szy is given by: 
The 2-cocycle corresponding to the operator G, is given by: 
(5.2) 0(&V) = -sprlz. 
Note that only the second components of c and 17 which are elements of C are 
involved in (5.1) and (5.2). Hence (5.1) defines a Lie superalgebra structure on 
C and (5.2) defines a 2-cocycle on C. Now let C be the space of GH” 
superfunctions (see section II). Denote elements f + Og of C by f 
0 g . 
If we 
write out the Lie superalgebra (5.1) and the 2-cocycle (5.2) in this notation it 
is clear that there is a close relation with the Lie superalgebra and the 2-cocycle 
that were found by Kupershmidt in [7]. 
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